TofKo offers posters and banners
at competetive prices
Posters 70x100 cm
Print enlargement of the entry in the joint catalogue........DKK 1,300.00
Print mounted on a 1 mm cardboard in an aluminum frame with anti-reflection plastic cover

Print of print ready material ................................................ DKK 1,650.00
Print mounted on a 1 mm cardboard in an aluminum frame with anti-reflection plastic cover

TofKo offers DTP work and scanning, price per hour................................. DKK

650.00

Banners 85x200 cm
Fabrics banners......................................................... DKK 1,200.00
4+0 colours, metal list in top and bottom. The price is exclusive DTP.

Banner........................................................................DKK 1,400.00
Large-scale print on special paper with a vinyl coated rear side giving the banner a sharp
and exclusive print. The price is exclusive DTP.

ZigZag brochure rack
ZigZag brochure rack - A4.......................................... from DKK 2,450.00

The complete line of the original Zig-Zag alu-brochure racks are produced in Denmark. The brochure
rack is to be unfold in one movement and is usable as well one- as two-sided. A lock mechanism at the
bottom stabilizes the rack. As standard rhe Zig-Zag rack is delivered in a strong carbon suitcase with
plastic handle. At additional price the rack is also available with a form coated alu suitcase or transport
bag.

Contact TofKo at phone number +45 98 31 77 11
All prices are exclusive VAT and delivery.

TofKo offers Roll Up Displays
at competetive prices
Roll Up Displays
Roll Up Display 85x200.............................................DKK 2,950.00

Complete luxury roll up display in aluminium box delivered in a lined transport bag. The
display is absolutely handy with a size of 11x11x89 cm and a weight of barely 4 kg. Largescale print on special paper with a vinyl coated rear side. The price is based on print
ready material.
High quality at absolutely competetive prices!

SPECIAL OFFER

In connection with your particpation in a joint export drive we can offer you roll up displays
inclusive print and DTP work at favourable prices:

1 pcs....................................................................................each DKK 3,550.00
2 pcs....................................................................................each DKK 3,350.00
3 pcs.................................................................................... each DKK 3,150.00
TofKo receives text and digital photos electronic / by email. Incl. first (1) proof and approval of layout.
For further details regarding the print material, pls. refer to the Technical Description for
The Joint Catalog for the Danish Pavilion.

Motorized Roll Up Displays
Motorized Roll Up Display 60 cm............................. DKK 4,100.00
Motorized Roll Up Display 90 cm.............................DKK 5,250.00

A revolving message that attracts attention!
Available in the following widths: 60, 90, 100, 120 og 150 cm. Delivered in a practical lined
transport bag.
The prices are inclusive print but exclusive DTP.
Please contact us for DTP prices.

Contact TofKo at phone number +45 98 31 77 11
All prices are exclusive VAT and delivery.

